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Abstract
In this work, we are going to study the elliptic curves over the ring A3 =  (F2d [X])/(X3), precisely we will establish the short
exact sequence which is split, and we will define the group extension Ea,b(A3) of Ea0,b0 (F2d ) by Ker(π3) which seems to be beneficial
and interesting in ECC.
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 This work is related to the International Workshop of Algebra and
1.  Introduction
In [3] we defined the Normal form of a Weierstrass
equation in the ring F2d [ε], where εn = 0, in [4] we
studied the elliptic curve over the special ideal ring ofApplications, June 18–21, 2014, FST Fez, Morocco.
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CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).characteristic two, A2 =  F2d [ε] where ε2 = 0, in [5] we
studied the coding over elliptic curves in the ring of char-
acteristic two, A2 = F2d [ε]; ε2 =  0. In this work we will
study the elliptic curve over the ring A3 =  F2d [ε]; ε3 =behalf of Taibah University. This is an open access article under the
0. More precisely, we will establish the short exact
sequence that defines the group extension Ea,b(A3) of
Ea0,b0 (F2d ), and we give an example of cryptography
over this group.
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.  The  ring  A3 =  F2d [ε];  ε3 =  0
Let d be a positive integer. We consider the ring A3 =
F2d [X])/(X3), where F2d is the finite field of order 2d.
he ring A3 is identified to the ring F2d [ε]; ε3 =  0. So,
e have:
3 =
{ 2∑
i=0
xi · εi|(xi)0≤i≤2 ∈ F32d
}
imilar as in [2,4,5,9] we have the following lemmas:
emma 1.  The  elements  non  invertible  in  the  ring  A3
re  the  elements  of  ideal  εA3.
roof. A3 is a local ring. Its maximal ideal is M  = εA3.
emma 2.  A3 is  a vector  space  over  F2d of  dimension
 and  (1, ε, ε2) is  a basis  of  A3.
emma 3.  Let  Y  =∑2i=0yiεi, be  the  inverse  of  the
lement  X  =∑2i=0xiεi,  then:
y0 =  x−10
yj =  −x−10 .
j−1∑
i=0
yixj−i; for j  =  1,  or 2
.  Elliptic  curves  over  the  ring  A3
eﬁnition  1.  We define an elliptic curve over the ring
3, noted Ea,b(A3) as a curve given by the equation of
eirstrass:
2Z  +  XYZ  =  X3 +  aX2Z  +  bZ3 (1)
here a, b ∈  A3 that b is invertible. The discriminant
 = b, and the J-invariant J = 1/b; we write:
a,b(A3) =
{
[X : Y  : Z] ∈  P2(A3) | Y2Z  +  XYZ  =
X3 +  aX2Z  +  bZ3
}eﬁnition  2.  We define a reduction of Ea,b(A3) over
2d as a curve given by the equation of Weirstrass:
2Z  +  XYZ  =  X3 +  a0X2Z  +  b0Z3 (2)rsity for Science 9 (2015) 326–331 327
where a0, b0 ∈ F2d with b0 /=  0 and 0 =  b0,  j  = 1b0 ;
see [1,7,10], we write:
Ea0,b0 (F2d ) =
{
[X : Y  : Z] ∈  P2(F2d ) |  Y2Z  +  XYZ
= X3 +  a0X2Z  +  b0Z3
}
Proposition  1.  Every  elements  of  Ea,b(A3) is of  the
form [X  : Y  : 1] or  [x1ε  + x2ε2 : 1 :0],  where  x1 ∈  F2d and
x2 ∈ F2d ,  we  write:
Ea,b(A3) =
{
[X : Y  : 1] ∈  P2(A3) |  Y2
+XY  =  X3 +  aX2 +  b
}
⋃{
[x1ε  +  x2ε2 : 1 : 0] | x1,  x2 ∈  F2d
}
Proof.  Let [X  : Y  : Z] ∈  Ea,b(A3), where X, Y, and
Z ∈  A3. we have two cases for Z
• Z  invertible:
Then, [X  : Y  : Z] = [XZ−1 : YZ−1 : 1].
• Z  is not invertible:
So, Z  ∈  ε · A3 then, we have two cases for Y.
– Y  invertible: Then, [X  : Y  : Z] = [XY−1 : 1 : ZY−1] ∼
[X : 1 : Z]. Since [X  : 1 : Z] ∈  Ea,b(A3), then [X  : 1 : Z]
verifies the equation:
Y2Z  +  XYZ  =  X3 +  aX2Z  +  bZ3
So:
Z  +  XY  =  X3 +  aX2Z  +  bZ3
implies that:
X3 =  Z  +  XZ  +  aX2Z  +  bZ3
implies that:
X3 =  Z  · (1 +  X  +  aX2 +  bZ2)
So, X3 ∈  ε · A3, but;
X3 =  (x0 +  x1ε  +  x2ε2)3
=  x30 +  x20x1ε  +  x0x21ε2 +  x31ε3
+(x20 +  x21ε2) · x2ε2=  x30 +  x20x1ε  +  (x0x21 +  x20x2)ε2
This proves that x30 =  0 implies that x0 = 0,
and X ∈  ε · A3, which gives that X3 = 0. Since
h Unive
˜X +  x2 · ε2, Y  = ˜Y +  y2 ·  ε2 and  Z  = ˜Z +  z2 · ε2 the
elements of  A3, which  veriﬁed  the  equation  of  Weier-
strass:
Y2Z  +  XYZ  = X3 +  aX2Z  +  bZ3
then:
˜Y2 ˜Z + ˜X ˜Y ˜Z  = ˜X3 +  a˜ ˜X2 ˜Z + ˜b ˜Z3
+  [D  −  (Ax2 + By2 +  Cz2)] · ε2
where:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
A  =  y0z0 +  x20
B  =  x0z0328 A. Tadmori et al. / Journal of Taiba
X3 = Z  · (1 + X  + aX2 + bZ2) = 0 then, Z  = 0 so,
[X : Y  : Z] ∼  [x1ε + x2ε2 : 1 :0].
– Y is not invertible: In this case; we
have Y  and Z  the elements of ε ·  A3 so,
X3 = Z  · (1 + X  + aX2 + bZ2) ∈  ε  · A3, then x0 = 0 so,
X ∈  εA3, we deduce that [X  : Y  : Z] isn’t a projective
point, [X  : Y  : Z] /∈  P2(A3), absurd.

 Notation:
We denote π  the canonical projection by:
π  : A3 −→  F2d
x0 +  x1ε  +  x2ε2 −→  x0
Theorem  1.  Let  P  = [X1 : Y1 : Z1] and  Q  = [X2 : Y2 : Z2]
two points  in  Ea,b(A3),  and  P  + Q  = [X3 : Y3 : Z3].
• If  [π(X1) : π(Y1) : π(Z1)] = [π(X2) : π(Y2) : π(Z2)],
then:
X3 =  X1Y1Y22 +  X2Y21 Y2 +  X22Y21 +  X1X22Y1
+  aX21X2Y2 +  aX1X22Y1 +  aX21X22
+  bX1Y1Z22 +  bX2Y2Z21 +  bX21Z22
+  bY1Z22Z1 +  bY2Z21Z2 +  bX1Z22Z1.
Y3 =  Y21 Y22 +  X2Y21 Y2 +  aX1X22Y1 +  a2X21X22
+  bX21X2Z2 +  bX1X22Z1 +  bX1Y1Z22
+  bX21Z22 +  abX22Z21 +  abX21Z22 +  bY1Z1Z22
+  bX1Z1Z22 +  abX1Z1Z22 +  abX2Z21Z2
+  b2Z21Z22.
Z3 =  X21X2Y2 +  X1X22Y1 +  Y21 Y2Z2 +  Y1Y22 Z1
+  X21X22 +  Y21 X2Z2 +  X21Y2Z2 +  aX21Y2Z2
+  aX22Y1Z1 +  X21X2Z2 +  aX1X22Z1
+  bY1Z1Z22 +  bY2Z21Z2 +  bX1Z1Z22.
•  If  [π(X1) : π(Y1) : π(Z1)] /=  [π(X2) : π(Y2) : π(Z2)],
then:
2 2 2 2X3 =  X1Y2 Z1 +  X2Y1 Z2 +  X1Y2Z2 +  X2Y1Z1
+  aX21X2Z2 +  aX1X22Z1 +  bX1Z1Z22
+  bX2Z21Z2.rsity for Science 9 (2015) 326–331
Y3 =  X21X2Y2 +  X1X22Y1 +  Y21 Y2Z2 +  Y1Y22 Z1
+  X21Y2Z2 +  X22Y1Z1 +  aX21Y2Z2 +  aX22Y1Z1
+  aX21X2Z2 +  aX1X22Z1 +  bY1Z1Z22
+  bY2Z21Z2 +  bX1Z1Z22 +  bX2Z21Z2.
Z3 =  X21X2Z2 +  X1X22Z1 +  Y21 Z22 +  Y22 Z21
+  X1Y1Z22 +  X2Y2Z21 +  aX21Z22 +  aX22Z21.
Proof.  Using the explicit formulas of W. Bosma and
H. Lenstra article, see [6,8,11], we prove the theorem.
Corollary  1.  (Ea,b(A3), +) is  an  abelian  group  with
unity [0 : 1 :0].
Theorem  2.  Let  a  =  a˜  +  a2 ·  ε2,  b  = ˜b +  b2 · ε2,  X  =⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩C  =  y
2
0 +  x0y0 +  a0x20 +  b0z20
D  =  b2z30 +  a2x20z0
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roof.  We have:
Y2 = ˜Y2 +  2y2 ˜Yε2 +  y22ε4 = ˜Y2
Y2Z  = ˜Y2 ˜Z + ˜Y2z2ε2 = ˜Y2 ˜Z +  y20z2ε2
XYZ  =  ( ˜X +  x2ε2) ·  ( ˜Y +  y2ε2) · ( ˜Z +  z2ε2)
= ˜X ˜Y ˜Z + ˜X ˜Yz2ε2 + ˜X ˜Zy2ε2 + ˜Y ˜Zx2ε2
= ˜X ˜Y ˜Z +  (x0y0z2 +  x0z0y2 +  y0z0x2)ε2
X3 =  ( ˜X  +  x2ε2)3 = ˜X3+3 ˜X2x2ε2 = ˜X3+x20x2ε2
aX2Z  =  (a˜  +  a2ε2) ·  ( ˜X  +  x2ε2)2 · ( ˜Z  +  z2ε2)
= a˜ ˜X2 ˜Z  +  (a0x20z2 +  x20z0a2)ε2
bZ3 =  (˜b  +  b2ε2) · ( ˜Z +  z2ε2)3
= ˜b ˜Z3 +  (b0z20z2 +  b2z30)ε2.
ince, Y2Z + XYZ  = X3 + aX2Z  + bZ3 then:
˜
2
˜Z + ˜X ˜Y ˜Z = ˜X3 +  a˜ ˜X2 ˜Z + ˜b ˜Z3
+
(
x20x2 +  a0x20z2 +  x20z0a2
+  b0z20z2 +  b2z30 −  y20z2 −  x0y0z2
−  x0z0y2 −  y0z0x2
)
ε2
hich implies that:
˜
2
˜Z  + ˜X ˜Y ˜Z  = ˜X3 +  a˜ ˜X2 ˜Z  + ˜b ˜Z3
+
(
b2z
3
0 +  a2x20z0 −  x0z0y2
+  (y20 +  x0y0 −  a0x20 −  b0z20) · z2
+  (y0z0 −  x20) · x2)
)
·  ε2
nd:
˜
2
˜Z  + ˜X ˜Y ˜Z  = ˜X3 +  a˜ ˜X2 ˜Z  + ˜b ˜Z3
+  [D  −  (Ax2 +  By2 +  Cz2)] · ε2
here:
A  =  y0z0 +  x20
B  =  x0z0
C  =  y20 +  x0y0 +  a0x20 +  b0z20
D  =  b2z30 +  a2x20z0
hen, we deduce the theorem. 
eﬁnition 3.  We define the mapping P as follow:3
P3 : A3 −→  A2
x0 +  x1ε +  x2ε2 −→  x0 +  x1δrsity for Science 9 (2015) 326–331 329
where ε3 = 0 and δ2 = 0
Evidently, we deduce the following lemma:
Lemma  4.  P3 is  a  surjective  morphism  of  rings.
We have the lemmas:
Lemma  5.  The  mapping:
P3 : Ea,b(A3) −→  EP3(a),P3(b)(A2)
[X : Y : Z] −→  [P3(X) : P3(Y ) : P3(Z)]
is  a surjective  morphism  of  groups.
Proof. Let [X  : Y  : Z] ∈ Ea,b(A3) from the lemma (4)
and theorem (2); P3 is well defined, and from theo-
rem (1) we prove that P3 is a morphism. Now; Let
Q =  [ ˜X  : ˜Y : ˜Z] ∈  EP3(a),P3(b)(A2) where, ˜X =  x0 +
x1δ; ˜Y = y0 +  y1δ and ˜Z =  z0 +  z1δ. We will try to
find [X  : Y  : Z] ∈ Ea,b(A3) that P3 ([X  : Y  : Z]) =  [ ˜X :
˜Y : ˜Z], we consider, the equation
Ax2 +  By2 +  Cz2 =  (L  +  D) mod(2) (3)
where L  ∈ F2d and A, B, C, D  are as in theorem (2). The
coefficients A, B  and C  are the partial derivatives of the
function F(X, Y, Z) = Y2Z  + XYZ  −  X3 −  a0X2Z  −  b0Z3 at
the point (x0, y0, z0). Since [x0 : y0 : z0] ∈  Ea0,b0 (A1)
then, A, B and C  can’t be all null, because:
If we suppose
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
A =  0
B  =  0
C  =  0
then;⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
y0z0 +  x20 =  0
x0z0 =  0
y20 +  x0y0 +  a0x20 +  b0z20 =  0
If z0 = 0 then, x0 = 0 and y0 = 0 absurd; because [x0 : y0 :
z0] ∈ Ea0,b0 (A1) so, z0 = 1 we obtain:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
y0 +  x20 =  0
x0 =  0
y20 +  x0y0 +  a0x20 +  b0 =  0
which implies that:⎧⎪x =  0⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
0
y0 =  0
b0 =  0
h Unive330 A. Tadmori et al. / Journal of Taiba
so, 0 = b0 = 0 absurd; because the curve
Ea0,b0 (A1) : Y2Z  +  XYZ  =  X3 +  a0X2Z  +  b0Z3
is the elliptic curve over F2d therefore, A, B and C can’t
be all null. So, the Eq. (3) has at least a solution in
F
3
2d which we denote (x2, y2, z2) then, [X  : Y  : Z] =
[∑2i=0xiεi : ∑2i=0yiεi : ∑2i=0ziεi] ∈  Ea,b(A3), and
P3([X  : Y  : Z]) = [P3(X) : P3(Y) : P3(Z)] which proves that
P3 is surjective. 
Lemma  6.  The  mapping
θ3 : F2d −→  Ea,b(A3)
l −→  [lε2 : 1 : 0]
is  an  injective  morphism  of  groups.
Proof. θ3 is well defined and is injective (evidently).
Now; we will prove that θ3 is a morphism of groups. Let
[lε2 : 1 :0] and [hε2 : 1 :0] two points of Ea,b(A3), from
the theorem (1) we have:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
X3 =  (l  +  h)ε2
Y3 =  1
Z3 =  0
then, θ3(l  + h) = θ3(l) + θ3(h), this gives the result.
Corollary  2.  Let  G3 = Ker(P3),  we  have:  G3 =
θ3(F2d ).
Proof.  Let [lε2 : 1 : 0] ∈  θ3(F2d ) then,
P3
([lε2 : 1 : 0]) =  [0 : 1 : 0] so, θ3(F2d ) ⊂  G3.
Now; let P  = [X  : Y  : Z] ∈  G3 so, P3([X  : Y  : Z] = [0 : 1 :0]
implies that, [ ˜X  : ˜Y : ˜Z] =  [0 : 1 : 0] so, ˜X  =  0; ˜Z =  0,
and ˜Y is invertible in A2, we deduce that
[X : Y : Z] ∼  [lε2 : 1 : z2ε2] ∈ Ea,b(A3) then, z2ε2 = 0
so, P  = [lε2 : 1 :0]. This means that P  = θ3(l), we
conclude that G3 =  θ3(F2d ). 
Remark  1.  Since θ3(F2d ) is isomorphic to F2d so, G3 	
F2d then, G3 is an abelian 2-group of order 2d. From the
lemmas (4), (5), (6) and corollary (2) we deduce the
following corollary:
Corollary  3.  The  sequence:
0 −→  G3 i3−→Ea,b(A3) P
3
−→EP3(a),P3(b)(A2) −→  0
is  a short  exact  sequence  which  deﬁnes  the  group  exten-
sion Ea,b(A3) of  EP3(a),P3(b)(A2) by  Ker(P3),  where  i3 is
the canonical  injection.rsity for Science 9 (2015) 326–331
Deﬁnition  4.  We define either the mapping P2 as
follow:
P2 : A2 −→  A1 =  F2d
x0 +  x1ε  −→  x0
and we define the mapping:
P2 : Ea,b(A2) −→  Ea0,b0 (A1)
[X : Y  : Z] −→  [P2(X) : P2(Y ) : P2(Z)]
where, a0 = P2(a) ; b0 = P2(b)
Corollary 4.  P2 is  a  surjective  morphism  of  groups.
Corollary 5.  Let  π3 = P2oP3, then  π3 is  a  surjective
morphism  of  groups.
Proof.  We have:
π3 : Ea,b(A3) −→  Ea0,b0 (F2d )
[X : Y  : Z] −→  [π(X) : π(Y ) : π(Z)]
where π is defined as above and π(a) = a0 ; π(b) = b0.
Each of the morphisms P2 and P3 is a surjective
morphism of groups so, π3 is a surjective morphism of
groups. 
4.  π3 morphism  and  results
Theorem  3.  Let  G3 = Ker(π3),  then:
G3 =
{
[
2∑
i=1
xiε
i : 1 : 0] | (xi)1≤i≤2 ∈ F22d
}
Proof.  Let P = [X  : Y : Z] ∈  Ker(π3) then,
π3(P) = [0 : 1 :0] so, x0 = 0, y0 = 1, z0 = 0, which implies
that P  =  [∑2i=1xiεi : 1 +∑2i=1yiεi : ∑2i=1ziεi] =
[∑2i=1x′iεi : 1 : ∑2i=1z′iεi].
So, we always bring back to the case that P
is of the form P  =  [∑2i=1xiεi : 1 : ∑2i=1ziεi]. Since
P ∈  Ea,b(A3), then from the Eq. (1) we have:
2∑
i=1
ziε
i +
( 2∑
i=1
xiε
i
)
.
( 2∑
i=1
ziε
i
)
=
( 2∑
i=1
xiε
i
)3
+  a
( 2∑
i=1
xiε
i
)2
.
( 2∑
i=1
ziε
i
)+ b
( 2∑
i=1
ziε
i
)3
(4)
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hich implies that:
1ε +  (z2 +  x1z1)ε2 =  0
ence:
z1 =  0
z2 +  x1z1 =  0
nd so,
z1 =  0
z2 =  0
hich prove that P  = [x1ε + x2ε2 : 1 :0] ∈  G3.
Conversely: if P  it the form P  = [x1ε  + x2ε2 : 1 :0] so,
3(P) = [0 : 1 :0] therefore P  ∈ Ker(π3) 
We deduce the following corollary:
orollary 6.  The  sequence:
 −→  G3 i−→Ea,b(A3) π3−→Ea0,b0 (A1) −→  0
s  a short  exact  sequence  which  deﬁnes  the  group  exten-
ion Ea,b(A3) of  Ea0,b0 (A1) by  Ker(π3) where,  i is  the
anonical injection..  Conclusion
In this work, we have extended the results of ellip-
ic curve over A3, and we deduce that the Discrete
[
[rsity for Science 9 (2015) 326–331 331
Logarithm Problem (DLP) on this elliptic curve is equiv-
alent to the one on Ea0,b0 (Fd2) but the Cardinal of this
elliptic curve is bigger than that of Ea0,b0 (Fd2).
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